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Leanne Moll <leanne@cityofrivergrove.com>

Boat Ramp 

Joan Joyce <joanjoyce2@comcast.net> Fri, Aug 10, 2018 at 1:24 PM
To: Leanne Moll <leanne@cityofrivergrove.com>

Hi Leann,
I sent this email to the city council members but also wanted it in the record for the meeting on Monday. 
 
 
Having lived down the street for 15 years,  4 houses from ramp this is the first time I have ever not been able to
get to my own driveway from either Tualamere or Marlin because of ramp loading and unloading. Not for canoes
and kayaks, but rather large boat trailers and even jet skis. Having lived on or near the water it’s common
knowledge that sound travels, each minute syllable, each shriek, each laugh. During the day, it’s enjoyable to hear
people enjoying the outdoors, especially kids, knowing they are not in front of a screen somewhere. During the
day there is also other environmental noise so it is easier to ignore. In the evening however the sounds are
amplified. I’m far enough away that it’s rare for me to be bothered, but it has changed, it has definitely increased
the last two years. Having worked in the public setting for 30+ years, I understand the need for allowing access to
a public site to people, however I do have concerns about the ramp being “an attractive nuisance” for some
youth and would hate to see the city deal with legal issues that could arise from that. Example: I worked for a
school that was sued by parents because their child broke his arm climbing around on bleachers that had been
set up for a track meet. Parent and child frequented school property often after hours and there had never been
a set of bleachers before, so it was an attractive nuisance. Parent won. While we could say no unsupervised
children, who would monitor that? Unsupervised children and water are a recipe for disaster. I would like the nice
quiet people who just want to fish, or throw a ball for a dog still be able to, but those that think it’s a beach have
ruined that. Anyway, those are my thoughts, good luck with your decision. 
 
Joan Joyce
 
Thanks, 
Joanie 
 
Sent by mynah bird. 
 
 
 


